How the Archons’ (Astral Heavens) control humanity, and
have been for thousands of years through sharing their Astral
‘consciousness’, and how their belief systems play a huge part
in this control, and why this is important to know
Before we can explain how the Archons Mythos Heavens control humanity we have to first understand
the amazing properties of water. Most people think that water is nothing more than a liquid for
quenching thirst and for putting out fires. However, Water plays a KEY part in Creation due to its
amazing properties, and when we understand these properties we can understand creation on a deeper
level.

Water and the properties of water, is KEY to the comprehension of how consciousness forms and how
everything is interacting through consciousness! Simply because Water stores and shares information!
As astounding and incredulous this may first appear to people, this is indeed true and is a simple
biophysical and scientific fact. This is why we have life as we know it in the Universe. There is no need to
share all the various scientific tests that prove the memory of water, it is an established fact. Suffice to
say that a water molecule has a north and south pole and is, therefore, separated by a dipole length.
Therefore water behaves in the same way that a magnetic strip in a Cassette or Video stores and shares
information. As such, this information can also be ‘recorded’ over and/or erased. This is important and
we’ll come back to this later.

See the picture above (first in series below on this Post). The science of biophysics has shown that even
when they dilute a solution to D200 (image far right), which is 1:10200 they can not only measure the
electromagnetic frequency of the original substance introduced at this dilution, but they can also
photograph the energy field of this substance too. Water also has the ability to share information
from and with all living things. Picture 1 to the left is of the original tincture added to water, no
dilution. Middle picture diluted to D12. NOTE: Nothing of any molecular nature remains at D23 or
beyond, but the energy imprint, the ‘information/frequency’ and therefore, consciousness does!
If we look at how the human body works, biophysicists discovered back in the late 1970s that our DNA
emits Light (energy/information) and that it was our intracellular fluid (water) that stored and shared
this Light (energy/information) with the Cell. This is how each Cell receives ‘instructions’ on what to do

and how to perform; all taking place on a biophysical (energy) level. It was further discovered that ALL
these biophysical processes (instructions) governed ALL corresponding biological and biochemical
activity too; all because of WATER’s ability to store and share information.
Water, therefore, is the Medium that allows energy and information to come together and express
their selves, thus creating life as we know it, and ‘consciousness’ (awareness of self). Most people are
aware that the human body and the Earth are replete with water, but few are aware that water is
literally everywhere: In the Sky & Telescope magazine, January 2002, the Headlines on the front cover
reads, ‘Water, Water Everywhere. The Molecules of Life in Space.’ In this fascinating article the
following statement is made: ‘THERE SEEMS TO BE WATER EVERYWHERE IN THE GALAXY – EVEN
WHERE NOBODY EXPECTED TO FIND IT.’ ‘To date the Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS)
has inspected comets; the atmospheres of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn; and about 120 molecular
clouds…Like ISO (Infrared Space Observatory), SWAS found “water, water everywhere,” says Melnick,
the mission’s principal investigator.’

Now take a look at this set of pictures, two are of Photons (Light) in Water and the other two are of
Stars/Galaxies (Light) in the Universe (second picture below on FB Post). Can you tell the difference?
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It is virtually impossible to tell the difference without a trained eye, and this is because everything in
creation works in the same simple way no matter how large or small and entity or process may be.
Therefore, our cells, our body, the Earth, the Solar System and the Universe are all replete with water,
and ‘life’ is all about energy and information expressing their selves. Hence we are all living in a Huge
Memory Bank of ‘energy/information’ aka consciousness, a stored library of human thoughts, beliefs
and actions; a Sea of Living, evolving consciousness; a Sea of living vibrations and ‘memories’ of Life.
Symbolically speaking, we could say we are living in a larger version of ourselves, warts and all. (Now,
can we imagine what ‘type’ of external consciousness [memory/energy/information] we have created
due to the constant violent nature of Man spanning several thousands of years?)

We humans can therefore be seen as individual pieces of consciousness forming part of a greater
collective consciousness. Our cells each have their own individual consciousness (Soul) all of which
contribute to the collective consciousness of the Body, the subconscious Mind! Yet the conscious Mind
(the Intellect) has no comprehension of the billions of processes being carried out every day within the
body to keep it alive and functioning. Therefore this consciousness is what we call the Subconscious
Mind, and we as humans are part of the Greater Subconscious Mind of the Collective Consciousness

(Greater Mind) of the Universe. Just as our cells have their own individuality, yet are also a part of the
collective subconscious mind of the human body.

Everything in Creation works through the same simple process of Implosion and Explosion; the Inward
and Outward breath of the Universe if you like; the death, purification and rebirth process (new life).
Implosion purifies, and this purity is then exploded back out, and this process continues ad infinitum.
Black Holes are the implosion part of creation that we see on a Galactic and Universal level. Though, for
example, our DNA and Vortex Energy centres [Chakras] also carry out this process of implosion and
explosion. It is after all how the Universe and all life strive to maintain balance and purity, and
importantly, why the Universe is still here. If the Universe were unable to do this, then it would have
died billions of years ago. Yet today humans break this simple process by looking constantly outside of
ourselves for the answers; into the explosion part of creation. Through ego, greed and the desire for
power and control over others, our ancestral law makers (Archons) have created a diseased
consciousness that ironically, now controls most of humanity and the way in which we interact with
nature. We’ll come back to this shortly.

Many people often refer to this Implosion aspect of Creation as being outside Space and Time. This is
misleading! Time is not an entity in its’ own right, and as such does not exist OTHER THAN as a
measurement of movement! Yes, this is all time is, a measurement of movement, and also importantly,
‘time’ is a measurement of movement ONLY from the perspective from which such movement is being
observed. So ‘time’ is only relevant to that ‘perspective’ from which the ‘movement’ is being observed
and thus measured! As the implosion aspect cannot be observed or measured, it is deemed to be
outside of space and time, a statement which only makes sense when we understand WHAT time
actually is. So there is no such thing as ‘time travel’, it is impossible, and you cannot ‘bend time’ either;
time is merely an illusion, a man-made construct with limited use and purpose that only restricts
intellectual process.

Allow me to explain. The ‘explosion’ aspect of creation is, symbolically speaking, a large
vortex of energy, comprising energy and information; consciousness. If we are at the
bottom – origin – of the vortex and our perspective is one of looking up from the bottom,
then everything above looks to be, and is perceived to be moving very slowly. If we
reverse this perspective totally taking it from the top, then everything below appears to
be moving very fast indeed. Yet if we take our perspective down to the cellular level and observe the
cells from a cell’s perspective, then it would be seen that our cells have an average lifespan of three
score and ten, in ‘cellular life’. If we then move our observation to say a Solar (Star) level and observe
the Stars from the perspective of a Star, then it would appear to Stars that they also have an average
lifespan of three score and ten in ‘Solar life’. So, ‘time’ is only relevant to that ‘perspective’ from which
movement is being observed/measured! While the implosion aspect of creation cannot yet be observed
or measured, it can be EXPERIENCED through the Inner Journey. Though very few people will make this

connection due to the diseased consciousness we ALL carry in our DNA, soul and consciousness we’ve
taken on board. Therefore the Inner Journey is replete with danger and we need to tread with care if
we are to traverse our way safely through these veils of astral illusion.
Consciousness works in the same simple way no matter how large or small an entity or process may be.
The problem we have today is that far too many humans do not understand consciousness and the
‘collective consciousness’ we continually interact with. Therefore humans only see themselves as a
single thread in this Tapestry we call Life. Yet humans forget that they are all the WHOLE Tapestry too.
We humans are NOT just a single entity, a single Ego, and we are not just one drop of water in a vast
Ocean; we are also the vast Ocean held in that one single drop. Everything we need is within us; all the
secrets, history and evolution of the Universe. We just do not realise this because we have been
directed to look externally for the answers instead, through religion and other belief systems.
Deliberately of course!

When we can fully appreciate the ‘memory’ of water and the fact that the Universe is one huge
memory bank of ‘consciousness’ (information/energy), and the implications of which this brings, then
we can appreciate fully that we are interacting with everything around us every minute of every day.
We are interacting with EVERY type of consciousness, whether that be healthy or diseased, and so we
can realise and appreciate that we are constantly contributing to the health and wellbeing of the
Greater Universal Consciousness (which is also us) on either a positive or negative level. Then, when we
accept this simple truth then maybe we will STOP destroying Nature, Wildlife and Each Other, because
we are merely damaging ourselves in the process!

Water = Consciousness explains many things we attribute to paranormal and other unexplainable
activity/phenomena these days. It explains how we can meet somebody for the first time and without a
word being said develop an instant like for dislike of that person. This is simply because we are
broadcasting our ‘consciousness’ to everything around us and sensitive people can pick up on this
‘information’. Our soul/consciousness is literally our ID, our personal Signature Tune we broadcast into
the ether. It is the ‘who and what’ we are, or more correctly, what we – as consciousness/soul – have
become. Water = Consciousness explains Remote Viewing, Sensing and Influence; psychic attacks,
hands on healing, seeing apparitions like ‘ghosts’, how and why some people can ‘pick up’ on tragic
events that happened many years ago in buildings and rooms; how some people can ‘seem’ to see into
the future because the hopes desires and plans of future events - intentioned ‘happenings’ - are
likewise stored as ‘memories/information’ in the external collective consciousness that we are
constantly communicating with. So much more can be explained too and it is all to do with
consciousness and the sharing of consciousness between everything, living and dead, every single day.
All because of the properties of water; the Memory of Water!

Unfortunately through ego, greed and the desire for power and control that drove our ancestral
politicians, law makers, priest kings, archons and so forth, we (and those who followed their beliefs)
have created a diseased consciousness, a cancer, a tumour in consciousness within the collective

consciousness of the Earth and beyond. Just look at the violent history of Man, the wars, the killing, the
torture, the sacrifices, beheadings and all the rest of the violence and suffering we have created over
time. Which continues today, witnessed all over the world. All of this extreme behaviour, this
‘imbalance’ has been, and is being, stored in the external consciousness of the Earth and beyond. And
because we interact with this external consciousness 24/7 – even taking it on board - then ironically,
this diseased consciousness, this Cancer, is now controlling billions of humans. As mentioned earlier.
Which is why, today, we also have so much destruction of Nature, so many Wars, so much Cruelty,
prejudice and hatred, millions of Murders and the elimination of thousands of natural living species; all
in name of GREED and a deeply unbalanced, sick and evil consciousness of our own making. In fact to be
perfectly blunt, the majority of humans today have become no more than malignant tumour cells
spreading their vile vitriol and diseased consciousness with the world around them. Just like a tumour
cell spreads its diseased consciousness to healthy cells around it and so the tumour grows, we humans
are doing exactly the same and the violence, this disease is growing. Look at the Cult Leaders, so called
Masters, the Evangelists, Priests, Popes, Politicians and so forth, even Pop and Hollywood Idols,
spreading their ‘consciousness’ to their followers, their flock, thus infecting them with the same
consciousness too. Tumours spread just like belief systems do, by sharing ‘information’ with everything
around it, aka by sharing consciousness. This is why the world is in a mess and most people do nothing;
people have been programmed into apathy and acceptance.

So where do our ‘beliefs’ actually come from? To understand this fully we need to outline a brief potted
history of Man to determine how they all came into fruition, and WHY!

In ancient times people knew nothing about nature and the unusual, yet natural, extremes of nature.
They were frightened of earthquakes, tidal waves, hurricanes/monsoons and lightning strikes, volcanic
eruptions, to mention but a few. Therefore out of fear and ignorance, the people created a multitude of
‘Gods’ and began blaming these ‘gods’ for all the strange events, offering them a multitude of sacrifices
in an attempt to appease them; all through initially fear, then from inherited superstition (sharing of
consciousness between parents and children and peers and adults . People made sacrifices, not just
with animals but with people and/or children too. As a result our ancestors began to create a multitude
of ‘thought-form’ archetype gods and an external diseased consciousness within which these ‘gods’
were housed, all fed from the energy (consciousness) of people’s beliefs and fears. No wonder these
‘gods’ we created are all psychotic, belligerent war-mongering gods, reflecting the very worst nature
and actions of Man himself. Just read the Old Testament or any Abrahamic Religious Book for proof of
this.

Every culture around the world was originally pagan (polytheistic) with many gods, created mostly
through fear and ignorance. Yet due to the memory of water, all these fears, ‘Gods’ and other manmade supernatural beings and the savagery involved was stored in the Earth’s consciousness, a
consciousness many people would better recognise today as the Astral Reality. One we sadly interact
with too often due to these Archon ‘created’ belief systems that offer us salvation and a false spiritual
salvation.

However, as the ego and the intellect began to grow in the left hemisphere of the brain, our politicians
(Archons) became greedier, desiring more power and control over the people. They realised that it was
always going to be difficult to control the people with so many varying beliefs around. Therefore they
had to create a belief with One God, the only true god to unite the people and make them easier to
control. Akhenaten of Egypt was the first to introduce the concept of Monotheism with his god Aten,
the Sun God and a religion known as Atenism (the origin of the ‘eye in the sky’ – the Sun God
symbolism). This didn’t take off in Egypt and was eventually replaced with the pagan gods of old.
However, the Jews adopted this idea of Monotheism for their religious god Yahweh. Christianity
followed later when Rome adopted Paul’s ‘version’ of Christianity, a mixture of Mithraism and Judaism.
The story of the Christian Jesus Christ and his ‘resurrection’ was finalised at the Council of Nicea in 325
CE in an attempt to make Christianity ‘appear’ better and more appealing than other religions.
Mohammed followed a few hundred years later with another form of monotheistic Abrahamism, Islam,
based upon an original Arabian Pagan Moon God, Allah. The rest as you say is history.

Every one of our belief systems has been deliberately created to control and divide us by the Archons
and their human puppets. And, because these beliefs are all based upon the political desire for power
and control over others, they are not based upon any spiritual truth whatsoever. Therefore this
consciousness is at odds with the natural Creative Process of the Universe, and as such, it has become a
disease in consciousness – an imbalance in consciousness, an Ego-Consciousness! It lies purely in the
explosion part of creation and has no ability for implosion. Therefore it has no ability to purify itself or
bring itself back into balance and into a healthy state of being. This diseased consciousness is symbolic
of the male linear energy without the balancing aspect of the female energy. Therefore it is inflexible,
immutable, unswerving and like a tumour, it just continues to infect healthy cells (consciousness)
around it into its’ own likeness ad infinitum. This external disease we have created is a nothing more
than a huge Cancer, as Tumour in consciousness, and just like a tumour in the body will eventually kill
the human host that gave it life if it is not healed and brought back into a balanced state of being, this
external cancer, this external Archon diseased consciousness will likewise kill all life too if it is not
brought back into a balanced and healthy sate of ‘being’.

So how is this diseased consciousness controlling us? Well, and this is very important; Consciousness
attracts like for like! So the answer is simple! Through our belief systems and through the resulting
changed ‘condition’ of our soul/consciousness, this is how! When we believe in the lies the Archons
have created for us in the form of ‘religious’ and ‘new age’ beliefs, then adopting these lies, believing in
them, taking them on board as some form of spiritual truth just turns our own soul/consciousness into
the exact same diseased consciousness of the Archons and their religious and new age Mythos Heavens.
In addition, THE ENERGY from our beliefs also feeds this diseased reality and has created very powerful
‘thought forms’ over time; psychic entities if you like. This is ALL ‘GOD’ IS, a psychic thought form entity
created from the energy of billions of people WHO BELIEVE! This is also exactly how and why this
diseased consciousness has grown so strong and powerful over the years, to the extent now that the
Archons and their human-puppets control pretty much everything in the whole world. This is why our

belief systems are so bad for us and why they have been deliberately created, to point our focus into
this diseased consciousness, thus enabling this disease in consciousness to likewise infect our soul with
the same diseased energy/information that it has become. All because of the law of attraction! The
more we buy into any belief system the more of this diseased consciousness we take on board;
consciousness attracting like for like. There is no escaping this astral control as long as we believe in
their lies and our Soul becomes as infected as their consciousness.

Now, and this is very important, consciousness attracts like for like. It is the complete opposite of
magnetism. So when our own Soul/Consciousness becomes polluted by believing in all, or any, of these
religious and new age lies, we attract even more of this diseased consciousness towards us and within
us. In fact we even invite this consciousness into our body through our prayers, certain rituals and
ceremonies, giving this diseased consciousness permission to enter and infect and pollute our own
Soul/Consciousness further. How many people ask and invite some so-called supernatural being into
their lives to help and save them, be it ‘God’ Jesus’ or whomever? Then this ‘consciousness’ begins to
influence our thoughts, dreams, meditations and ultimately our actions as we become more deeply
controlled by it. In effect what we are attracting to us is no more than Archon-Entities, programmed
(dead) ‘souls’ who also pretend to be Spirit Guides, Guardian Angels or whatever supernatural being
that person may believe in. In other words the Archons use our belief systems – created by them – to
control us by programming and possessing/influencing us further.

So what are these Archon-entities and how did human souls end up in their diseased consciousness,
their diseased astral heavens in the afterlife? Again, this is all because consciousness attracts like for
like. When we die physically, our Soul being consciousness, attracts to it and is attracted by the same
‘type’ of consciousness that the Soul itself has become. So, for example, when we believe in any of the
Archon’s lies - be they religious new age or ‘other’ (it matters not) - like billions of people do, then our
Soul becomes as polluted as the consciousness of these Archon Heavens. Hence the ‘soul’ ends up in
these astral heavens due to the Law of Attraction that applies to consciousness, where ‘souls’ will be
used by the Archons to carry out their bidding and agendas for world domination; the New World
Order, the One World Government and One World Religion, along with the Archons main agenda,
Global Depopulation!

Therefore on physical death our Soul is naturally attracted to these Archon Heavens and these
‘believer’s’ souls end up in this diseased Heaven, whether they like it or not. They are attracted to, and
by, this diseased consciousness of the Archons’ Heavens. They have no choice, it is inevitable, unless
people purify their soul/consciousness beforehand. The Archons were not known as ‘Thievers of Souls’
for no reason; this is exactly what they do, they take souls by theft, or more correctly by deception.

The Archon’s Heavens are known as the Seven (7) Mythos Heavens, the Heavens of Faith, Heavens of
Religion and the New Age. This is God’s Heaven people, a ‘place’ where billions of
people want to end up. It is also known as the Pyramid of God, the Globe of God
and the Core of God. Hence the Archon’ ‘symbolism’ we are familiar with that
exists within the Old World Oder and the Global Elite, with the Pyramid and the
Circle (Globe) and the ‘eye in the sky’. The two outside images are old occult symbols while the centre
one is that of the ‘false’ Illuminati:

When ‘souls’ end up in these archon heavens they are used and abused and treated as slaves and
automatons to be used as the Archons so choose. They are placed into Soul Groups and this is where
they receive their programming and indoctrination. ALL Soul Groups have to OBEY the Law of Silence,
which means no soul from any Soul Group may converse with any soul from another Soul Group. Even
within some Soul Groups certain souls may not converse with other souls from the same Group. This is
to prevent souls from realising what is truly going on. This is where souls are programmed to create the
division, the wars, the fear and destruction the Archons desire on Earth in order for their human
puppets, the Global Elite to gain even more power and control over the masses on earth. Once these
‘souls’ are programme and ready, they are ‘sent down’ to attach to and infect humans with their
programmed diseased consciousness, influencing human thoughts, beliefs and ultimately their actions.
Just as programmed souls have been doing for thousands of years, nothing has changed.

As mentioned above, these ‘souls’ pretend to be anything ‘spiritual’ that that human may believe in to
gain their trust and confidence by appearing as spirit guides, guardian angels or whatever supernatural
being/s that person may believe in. Can you see how our beliefs come into play at all times in this
control of humanity and therefore how important it is for the archons to totally control ALL our belief
systems? These ‘attached’ souls will whisper in human ears, voices in the head, appear in visions, in
dreams, in meditations and in any way they can to influence humans and gain control of their actions.
Now look at all the Prophets of the major religions we are aware of today. They ALL had voices in the
head, visions, dreams and so forth; one even taking spiritual advice from a talking bush! Today they
would be locked up in secure mental institutions, but instead, this ‘madness’, this astral influencing has
been allowed to create our major religions today, where billions of gullible humans believe every word
of it is true and it is the divine word of God! Yet this brainwashing continues today with all the New Age
‘channelling’ we can witness in the hundreds of books published trying to create even more Archoncreated belief systems – just modernised for todays’ world.

The Archons control the Global Elite, the Super Rich, all the main world leaders, politicians, bankers,
financiers, CEOs and Boardrooms of large Corporations, the Popes, the Priests, the Bishops, the Imams,
the Clergy and other religious leaders, cult leaders and so called Spiritual Masters, paedophiles, media

outlets and a whole range of other people and organisations too; in fact anybody with any position of
power and/or influence is controlled by the Archons and/or their human puppets, the Global Elite.

Hence today, and throughout history, we have, and have had, so much divisive religious and racial
hatred, created many wars based upon religious belief, fermented a multitude of greedy politicians,
bankers and CEOs, created more and more terrorists, and have constantly increased the pollution of the
Air, Water and Land to the detriment of all living things. And we stupid humans keep this diseased
consciousness alive and kicking through the energy from our beliefs, prayers, invocations, rituals and
ceremonies. In other words, WE are FEEDING this astral disease in consciousness with the energy it
needs to survive and grow. People, who through ego, greed and the desire for power and control have
now become no more than an active part of the subconscious mind of a huge cancer in consciousness, a
large tumour, instead of being a part of the balanced and healthy evolving greater consciousness (Mind)
of the Universe they were born to be.

Humans really are the dumbest of all living entities and as such, WE keep FEEDING this Cancer in
consciousness. Even worse, many of us have BECOME as diseased as it is. Especially our so-called
leaders! Yet we can also become the Cure, if we choose to do so. OUR choice! Are we going to allow
fear and indoctrination to control us as a species and allow our beliefs and those who created them to
manipulate us and pull our strings? Maintaining their total control over what we do, what we think,
what we believe to be true and who to hate and whom to kill? Or are we going to wake up and stop
being distracted and indoctrinated by Archon lies and beliefs and left pandering to the ‘ego’, ‘fame’ and
‘fortune’ of other Archon Puppets? It is up to us, and we can all start to make a huge difference if we
were to throw away these Astral belief systems and unplug ourselves from their influence and control.

Our choice becomes our Karma, right here and right now, and as consciousness attracts like for like, our
choice will determine whether our Soul ends up in this diseased Afterlife, where it will be used and
abused, like millions before it, or whether our Soul will escape an eternity of Hell. Yes, the religious
God’s Heaven is an Astral Disease in consciousness, a cancer that is hell bent on wiping out – not only
humans – but all life too. Just like a cancer will eventually kill the host that gave it life if it is not brought
back into health and a balanced state of consciousness, we need to collectively work together to bring
this external diseased consciousness back into balance and into a healthy state of existence so save the
Earth and all life on it.

This, good people is EXACTLY how we have, and are being, totally controlled, through CONSCIOUSNESS
and through a variety of deliberately created beliefs systems. Everything we need spiritually is within
each and every one of us and can be accessed through the inner journey. Not by looking externally into
this diseased consciousness; the inner journey is where the word intuition comes from, meaning Inner
Tuition! The Devil’s Mythos Party of religious and new age lies and indoctrination is over. Its’ time has
come. It is time for us all to unite as the one species we all are, as the one sub-consciousness mind we
all belong to, and it is time to free humanity from the shackles of the Old World Order and begin to

create a healthier, better and more meritorious world; a world in which we can all live in complete
harmony and peace with each other. As the unified species we were born to be!

[In view of the recent terrible events in Paris, let me offer an explanation of how these Soul Groups
would have played their part. One Soul Group would have been responsible for creating the wars in
Muslim countries which creates a power vacuum. Another Soul Group then comes along and sets up the
Terrorists (which are part of yet another Soul Group), arms, funds and trains them. The war/s create
tension and homelessness and so another Soul Group becomes the trafficker of refugees/migrants
which include newly radicalised Jihadists, all trained to a high standard. Another Soul Group creates all
the media attention of the plight of the migrants appealing to the emotional body of the people
everywhere. This creates a demand to help these refugees. Another Soul Group lays down the
foundation that countries have to adopt to take in a specified number of migrants. Another Soul Group
hides, protects and arms the Jihadists until they are ready to respond to the ‘call to arms’ and release
the carnage the Archon Elite desire. Another Soul Group then creates the laws in response to these
terrorist attacks that reduce our freedom even further and helps to implement more security measures
steering us further into Martial Law and a Police State. And this is why ‘they’ HAVE to OBEY the Law of
Silence so nobody can pull all the pieces together, not even the protagonists involved!
Note that the above is just an example of how Soul Groups could have worked to bring about this
tragedy, and many other tragedies around the world. I am NOT saying this is 100% correct as there
could well be one or two less Soul Groups involved; just that is how it works to fulfil the Archon’s
Agenda. The above also demonstrates WHY they have to obey the Law of Silence and why this is very
important to the Archons. So, and this is important, this is why none of these particular ‘Groups’ are
actually aware that they are working in conjunction with other ‘Groups’ and they all believe that this is
just pure coincidence. This is why politicians and those who make these decisions all look utterly
ridiculous for the decisions they have made when the results of these actions come to fruition, not
realising for one moment that they have all been played!]

Global Depopulation Agenda

Many people are aware of some form of Global Depopulation agenda, but few actually know the real
reason WHY! This is yet again all to do with consciousness. All living things in Earth, when they are born
or life is renewed, are of a PURE CONSCIOUSNESS and have a Soul that is the perfect reflection of the
Living Light of Creation (Spiritual energy if you like). This represents a huge threat to the Archons and
their diseased Astral Reality because this purity is what can damage their sick consciousness and help
bring it back into a state of health.

So the Archons have to ‘pollute’ the soul/consciousness of all living things with their diseased
consciousness as soon as possible if they are to remain in control. So this is why we see young babies
and children being heavily inoculated with over 30 toxic injections before they are even two year old;

why we are polluting the air, the land and the oceans/rivers/lakes, and why children are indoctrinated
in our so-called education system to not just be dumber and dumber each and every year, but to also
be totally compliant with and obedient to authority. Hence Common Core and Islam is being taught
today to the shock of many parents. There is so much more too that I’m sure the reader is aware of. All
this ‘pollution’ of ‘life’ and especially human life, is to ensure we present no threat to the Archons Astral
Reality and its global agenda.

So where does global depopulation fit in with this? Well, the main agenda of the Astral Reality is to
reduce the number of humans down to around 500 Million (maximum 1 Billion) which would then allow
the Archons to use their programmed souls to INFECT EVERY human left on the planet. Yes folk it is as
simple as this; the Archons want every human to be completely ‘occupied’ and thus controlled by their
Astral Entities so NO HUMAN WHATSOEVER will ever present any threat to their control or plans. The
whole world of humans would be totally controlled by their programmed entities and they would have
EXACTLY the same level of control and obedience ‘On Earth as it is in Heaven’! Yes good people, this is
the Astral Mantra and main agenda, and it is right in front of every religious person and has been for
thousands of years; On Earth as it is in (the Astral) Heaven!

Part of the solution to the mess we find ourselves in is to support the Meritocracy Party and help it gain
recognition, backing and support until it becomes a valid political party ready to make the changes
necessary to change government for the better.

Three important aspects of the Meritocracy Party would be: 1. Remove religion from education totally!
Educate our children with subjects they show an aptitude for and remove all religion from education.
Education should be about helping children to excel in subjects they are good at, not used as a form of
indoctrination that could lead to irrational thinking and possible future racial hatred. Additionally this
would lead to far less people becoming religion as time goes on and help to radically reduce the number
of humans who feed this reality with the energy from their beliefs, prayers and so on as time goes by,
thus REDUCING the energy this sick reality needs to remain strong! 2. Nationalise the financial sector to
remove greed and manipulation, as well as the transport system. 3. Introduce 100% Inheritance Tax on
anything over £10 Million. What would this mean? Absolutely NOTHING for 99% of the people, nothing
at all would change one iota. However, for the Global Elite super rich, the 1% who control everything,
then everything would change. Their wealth and therefore their power would be hugely diminished and
all nepotism and cronyism would be removed from society and politics for good. Plus, the State would
have Billions in extra income to invest wisely in education, Health and the infrastructure of the country.

Advantages of Meritocracy…

We dream of a world where "what you know" has far more importance than "who you know". A
world where everyone is given the best possible start in life, regardless of who their parents are
or their individual circumstances. A place where you're not discriminated against from the
moment you're born for having working-class parents instead of millionaires.
Life is about you and what you do with it, not what your parents have done.
Our vision for Great Britain is a country that has:








A single, extremely high-quality education system available to everyone: free of charge.
No more discrimination between state and public schools.
A monetary system that is under public control with accountable officials leading the
country's banks. No more private shareholders holding sway over the fundamental basis
of our economy.
A Millionaire Estate Tax: you can inherit up to £1,000,000. Anything over that amount is
taxed at 100% and used to fund social services such as the NHS.
A debt cancellation policy. We're swimming in debt. How much of it is even legitimate?
We pay billions a year in interest payments because we keep borrowing and borrowing
from banks to pay our existing debt. They get bailed out while millions of us descend into
poverty and despair. The people deserve their own bailout.
A public lobby composed of experts in their fields of expertise, who pressure Parliament
to act in the interests of the People and not those of a shadowy global car tel who are
only interested in sucking wealth from your pocket into theirs.

The Five Meritocratic Principles
People Before Profit
People are the most important element in a Meritocratic Democracy. They come before profit
and other abstract factors. The equation to remember is: People > Profit.
Equal Opportunities
There can be no meritocracy without equal opportunities. Otherwise the people at the top
hoard the best opportunities for their friends and family, instead of opening them up for
everyone.
Rewarding Merit
Work that improves society should be well-compensated. We are not communists. Talent,
innovation and hard-work should be rewarded, provided those rewards are never excessive.

Social Capitalism
The microstructure of the economy—businesses and freelancers—remains private, while
the macrostructure—central banks, commercial banks and large financial institutions—are
controlled by publicly accountable officials.
Intelligent Government
Policies should be about "what works" and "what doesn't work" inste ad of "who's right" and
"who's wrong". We want to see an intelligent government that adheres to the Meritocratic
Principles and that uses the scientific method to guide them instead of moralising about what's
"correct". Observe, hypothesise, experiment, analyse and reach a conclusion. That's the method
we need to use to deliver a system where everyone wins.
Meritocratic Solutions

Transform Finance
One of the UK Meritocracy Party's top priorities is to nationalise the banking sector to replace
the Profit Principle with the People Principle. Our goal is to see top-notch experts leading UK
banks in your interest and not those of their shareholders who only care about their return-oninvestment: no matter the economic, social and environmental costs produced by the banks
pursuing short-term gains.
Will this happen overnight?
The short answer is no. Our monetary and banking system is at the heart of everything we do
and must be handled with extreme care. We'll also be facing opposition from everyone who
benefits from the current system.
So what's the plan then?
For the short-term, we're very much in favour of Positive Money's campaign to reform finance,
which involves:






More DIVERSITY
More RESPONSIBILITY
More TRANSPARENCY
More SUSTAINABILITY
More DEMOCRACY

You can read their full Transforming Finance Manifesto by clicking here.
Should we achieve a majority in Parliament, you can bet that'll be pushing for their agenda
alongside the nationalisation of the banking sector.
People's Bailout
This is linked with our first policy of Transforming Finance. Austerity is being rammed down our
throats when it's unnecessary. Consider this: when the UK was being flooded, we suddenly had
enough money for flood relief schemes. Cameron declared that "money is no object". Yet it
certainly is an object when it comes to tackling poverty and homelessness. Why is that? It's
because these are political decisions made to favour a narrow elite.
We've already bailed out the banks to the tune of a trillion pounds. It's time to bail out the
people who need it the most instead of financial institutions that don't give a shit.
Equal Opportunity for Every Child Act
It's estimated that 3.5 million children are in poverty in the UK and that we're failing to meet
the 2020 goal of reducing that. In fact, things have only gotten worse.
We suffer from a severe lack of equal opportunity for every child and that's something that has
to change.
With the Equal Opportunity for Every Child Act the UKMP will work to guarantee a basic
standard of living for everyone, starting with the youngest and working our way up gradually as
we investigate the best way to tackle this situation.
Millionaire Estate Tax
We're meritocrats. That means we're against inheritance on principle. But we also understand
that you want to save up and protect your children from the harshness of the world, after all,
nobody is guaranteeing them a future except you right now. But there has to be a limit. Over
30% of the world's billionaires have inherited their wealth. Do you really want your kids to be
squabbling over your money instead of teaching them how to earn it on their own and to be
financially independent?
Think about it, most children will inherit well into their 40s and 50s. How is it conceivably fair to
receive millions or billions from your parents at that age? Hint: it isn't, you know it, I know it
and they know it.

The UKMP will tax anything over £10,000,000 in inheritance at 100%. This mean you can inherit
up to £10 million. The money taxed over that amount will be used to fund the social services
and the public infrastructure that we all rely on.
Living Wage
A living wage is beneficial in two ways. Firstly, it helps people become financially self-sufficient.
Secondly, it helps society by cutting down on welfare. Less people will need to enrol into
welfare programmes if they're actually earning what they need to live. If you're working 40
hours a week and are struggling to survive then that means the system has a problem that
needs to be fixed.
Few employers voluntarily sign up to a living wage. Business is about making a profit after all.
That's why the State has to intervene to protect the interests of all of her citizens.

So there we have it people. The reason the world is in the mess it is; how we humans are
contributing to this mess, and what we can actually do to make a difference. As always, the
choice is yours. Will you be a freedom fighter or a sleep walker? Will you become proactive to
help build a better world for our children to inherit, or will you remain inactive and allow
yourself to continue to be walked on for the rest of your life?

Choose wisely, you may never have another chance!

Michael F4U5T.

